Organic I and II can be taken in one summer. (But it's hard and will take much work)

1. Organic II could be taken online or live.
   • Taking Organic II live may be preferred for many pre-pharmacy students?

2. In order to take my live Organic II course (mid-June through first week of August),
   students must have completed at least two, preferably three, and ideally all four of the
   Organic I tests first

Several flexible schedule options:
A. 4-Week/8-Week Plan: Complete Organic I (online) in 4 weeks, then start Organic 2 (8
   weeks, either live or online) on normal schedule (June 13 in 2017, June 12 in 2018)
   • Ideal plan
   • Full-time commitment during the 4 weeks (starting May 16 in 2017, May 15 in
     2018)
   • If you start on this schedule but you realize it’s unrealistically fast, you can readjust
     to a less accelerated pace.

B. 6-Week/6-Week Plan: Complete Organic I (online) in 6 weeks, then complete Organic
   II (online) in 6 weeks.
   • If both courses are being taken online, the simplest way to split up the 12 weeks is
     to go six weeks and six weeks.

C. 6-Week Online Overlapping 8-Week Face-to-Face Plan: Complete Organic I (online)
   in 6 weeks, with the last two weeks overlapping with live Organic II class.
   • Try to complete tests 1-3 prior to the start of Organic II.
   • Less rushed than Plan A
   • Test 4 could be completed before the first test of Organic Chemistry II.

D. 8-Week Online Overlapping 8-Week Face-to-Face Plan: Complete Organic I (online)
   in 8 weeks, with the last four weeks overlapping with the live 8-week Organic II class.
   • You would try to complete tests 1 and 2 (and 3?) prior to the start of Organic II.
   • Not sure this plan makes any strategic sense, since the overlapping weeks will be
     busy.

Notes:
1. Detailed suggested lecture-schedules and test schedules will be made available for each
   Plan.
2. Real people with real scheduling complexities can make adjustments as needed
   • Weddings, National guard, Reserve, Sickness, Missions Trip, Pre-planned family
     gatherings, Work emergencies, Family needs, Etc.
3. Starting Early is well possible.
   • The videos will be available well in advance of the formal start days.
4. Contact Dr. Jasperse to perhaps discuss your specific situations and discuss what kind
   of a schedule might work best for you.